
Meaning and Importance of the Hukamnama 

 
gur vaak niramal sadhaa chaanan nith saach theerathh majanaa ||1|| 

The Guru's Word is immaculate and pure; it radiates a steady Light. Constantly bathe in such a true shrine 

of pilgrimage. ||1|| 
 

The Guru’s Word (Vaak) is immaculate and pure; it radiates a steady light of spiritual enlightenment that 

dispels darkness (ignorance) from a persons mind. The Vaak is the true shrine of pilgrimage. Daily bathing in 

such a Vaak is the real bathing that cleanses the mind.  

 

Many will ask how talking to Guru Granth Sahib is possible, and if so what the method is of communicating 

with Guru Ji. Since Guru Gobind Singh Ji bestowed Guru-ship upon Guru Granth Sahib, Sikhs have been 

asking Guru Granth Sahibs Ji's advice and for Guru Sahibs spiritual guidance through the tradition of taking 

a Hukumnama. The word Hukumnama literally means, 'royal decree'. The method of taking is a 

Hukumnama is by performing an Ardas in front of Guru Granth Sahib Ji, in this ardas you can ask a question 

or simply ask for Guru Ji to bless you with some words of spiritual wisdom.  

 

 

 “It is against the tradition to take the hukam from wherever we like or be mind full of the time day or when 

devotees grab hold of angs from the left and right to open up the page again. This does not attract the 

Guru’s happiness. After performing Ardas and before taking the hukamnama, one should recite the Mool 

mantar five times.  

 

Then, the verses related to the vision of the Guru are read as we fold and remove the rumala; 

 

1.  su kahu ttal gur saeveeai ahinis sehaj subhaae || 

So speaks TAL the poet: serve the Guru, day and night, with intuitive love and affection. 
 

dharashan parasiai guroo kai janam maran dhukh jaae ||10|| 

Gazing upon the Blessed Vision of the Guru, pains of death and rebirth are taken away. ||10|| 

 

2.  hovai sifath khasanm dhee noor arasahu kurasahu jhatteeai || 

 The Praises of the Master were sung, and Divine Light descended from the heavens to the earth. 
 

 thudhh ddithae sachae paathishaah mal janam janam dhee katteeai || 

Gazing upon You, O True King, the filth of countless past lives is washed away. 

 

3.  sajan sachaa paathishaahu sir saahaa(n) dhai saahu || 

 My Friend is the True Supreme King, the King over the heads of kings. 
 

jis paas behithiaa soheeai sabhanaa(n) dhaa vaesaahu ||22|| 

Sitting by His side, we are exalted and beautified; He is the Support of all. ||22|| 

 

Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is the embodiment of the great Guru so no doubt should arise regarding the time 

of the day etc. Reading the verses of devotion, one should turn a handful of page to the left or right without 

deliberation. The verse that starts at the (top of the) left page is the Guru’s true hukamnama. If the verse 

starts from the previous page then follow it over by turning the page over to the right. If the verse is a Salok, 

a Pauri will often follow it and this should be read as well. In this way the true hukamnama is read and the 

great Guru’s affection is earned.” 

 

 

If you have a spiritual question in your heart, go ahead and take a Hukamnama yourself. Prepare yourself 

to ask a question, like you would if you were to see Guru Nanak Dev Ji, Guru Gobind Singh Ji or any of the 

Gurus, because all ten Gurus reside spiritually within the Guru Granth Sahib Ji. 

 


